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Bass tournaments are becoming an increasingly Procedures for Handling Fish at Weigh-in
prevalent recreational use of our aquatic resources.
On some waters, the number of angling hours ex- At any tournament with a weigh-in, fish must be

pended and the number of bass caught by tournament moved from the boat livewells to the scales, weighed,

participants can exceed one-third of the total bass and released. This is critical portion of the tourna-

fishing effort and catch in a given year. Because of the ment, because typically several "steps" are included

increasing frequency of bass tournaments, there is a in the weigh-in procedure. At each step, the fish are

hazard that competitive bass fishing could severely stressed by additional handling and are held out of

reduce bass populations in our fishing waters. De- desirable conditions. Obviously, fish should be han-

creased abundance of bass results in decreased catch dled quickly, gently, and only when essential and

rate of bass, fewer large bass caught, and undesirable returned to desirable conditions as soon as possible.

changes in the entire fish community. ITransporting Fish to the Weigh-in Station - The
Bass tournaments have been viewed with disdain fish should be transported from the boat livewell to the

by many people. This is partly due to a lack of con- first station of the weigh-in in water-filled, plastic
sideration by some tournament anglers for other bags or mesh bags. If plastic bags are used, provide
people using the water and adjacent public areas heavy duty bags so that the fish cannot puncture the
(parks, boat launch facilities, etc.). Most of the bag and the bag will not tear when filled with fish and
negative sentiment, however, stems from the belief water. Have plenty of bags available and encourage
that tournaments result in the removal of large the anglers to put at least three gallons of well-
numbers of bass from a lake or river, aerated water and no more than 10 pounds of fish in

Awareness of these problems has resulted in the each bag. (Hint: get a sponsor to buy your bags; the
increasing prevalence of live-release tournaments, sponsor's name or logo printed on the bag at very
Well-organized tournaments with desirable fish modest cost is good advertising.) If mesh bags are
handling procedures and with the participating used, select woven (knotless) nylon mesh bags with
anglers skilled at maintaining their catch alive can 1/4-or 3/8-inch mesh. T'eating these mesh bags with a
achieve greater than 90% live release of tournament- plastic net coating makes the bags last longer, dry
caught fish. A previous publication 1 provided informa- more quickly and with less odor, and, most important-
tion useful to anglers to maximize the survival of the ly, facilitates removal of the fish from the bags.
fish they catch. The purpose of this publication is to A tank of water, with water temperature main-
provide information on fish handling procedures to tained at a desirable level, must be available to im-
groups and individuals conducting tournments so merse the fish-filled bags while the contestants await
that high survival rates of tournament-caught fish weigh-in. If plastic bags are used, this tank of water is
can be achieved. The first part of this circular used to suspend the plastic bag and prevent rapid
discusses desirable procedures for conducting tour- warming or cooling of the fish. If mesh bags are used,
naments that end with a weigh-in and release. The the water in this tank should be well aerated. Aera-
second part of the circular discusses alternatives to tion and temperature control are discussed below (see
the "weigh-in" tournaments. "Fish Holding Thnk").

Procedures for Weigh-in Tournaments Fish Judging Station - Because a penalty or
bonus is assessed for dead fish or live fish, respectively,

Live-Release Policy each contestant's catch must be inspected for number

Weigh-in tournaments must have a live-release of dead and live fish. This is also a convenient time to

policy that serves as an incentive for anglers to keep check the size of the fish if a size limit has been im-

their catch alive and healthy. The vast majority of posed. Numerous alternatives are possible for inspect-
tournament-caught bass that die are a result of stress ing and judging fish. The best one I have seen is an

from (1) angler negligence and (2) inadequate livewell open-top box with an outlet at one end (Figure 1). The

systems. Therefore, it is essential to have a dead-fish box is operated by pouring fish from the bag into the
penalty system and to require aerated livewells. In box, quickly counting the live and dead fish and check-
the second part of this publication alternatives to the ing the size of small fish, then sliding the fish through
standard aerated livewell rule and dead-fish penalty the outlet into a container (mesh bag, plastic con-
are suggested, tainer) for immediate weighing. The box can be of any
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